M [ % ] / S tis
then a generalization of the notion of reduced power in the same way that Boolean powers generalize direct powers. The results in this paper are virtually all based on an interdependence of direct (reduced) powers and Boolean (filtral) powers: Every Boolean (filtral) power is, in a canonical way, a direct limit of direct (reduced) powers.
This paper is organized in the following way: Section 1 is auxilliary, dealing with the basic tools we shall need, namely filters, partitions and direct limits.
In Section 2, the notion of &-bounded Boolean powers is discussed. Essentially, the &-bounded Boolean power M K [ 9 ] is the substructure of M [ 9 ] obtained by considering only those functions that have as domains partitions of cardinality < &, but one can define these structures for any K-complete Boolean algebra. For 6 = w these structures have been studied extensively under the name of bounded Boolean powers. They have the nice property of being defined for any Boolean algebra. The principal result of Section 2 is Corollary 2.3, which states that every (K-bounded) Boolean power of M is embeddable into an ultrapower of M .
In Section 3, we consider some first order properties of Boolean powers and introduce the notion of filtral powers (which are in the relation to reduced products as Boolean powers are to direct products). Using Feferman-Vaught techniques, we shall show that the bounded Boolean powers are elementary submodels of M [ B ] (Theorem 3.6) and that all direct powers of a structure (via an infinite indexing set) are elementarily equivalent. We proceed to apply these results to universal algebra and model theory Theorem 3.12 deals with an elementary class X closed under direct limits. Such a class is closed under direct powers if and only if it is closed under (K-bounded) Boolean powers if and only if it is closed under reduced powers, and therefore definable by disjunctions of Horn sentences. It follows that 2 is closed under direct products if and only if X is closed under reduced products if and only if X is defined by Horn sentences. An important class to which this theorem can be applied is an elementary amalgamation class (see Example 3.13).
Section 4 deals with finitely iterated Boolean ultrapowers. We show that under certain conditions. an iterated Boolean ultrapower is isomorphic to a single Boolean ultrapower (Theorem 4.5). Although a similar result has already been proved in Mansfield [12] , the point of view is new, and hence the proof is presented in considerable detail. §I. Preliminaries. This section introduces the basic notions of Boolean algebras, filters, partitions and direct limits. Let be a Boolean algebra. A subset a of is said to be apartition in 9 if and only if
Let Pa be the set of all partitions in 93'. Given a , P E IPS, we shall say that P rejines a (or that j? is a rejinernent of a , or that a is coarser than p ) if and only if for every b E /3 there is an a E a such that b 5 a. We shall impose a partial ordering on PB by writing P 5 a if and only if a is a refinement of P, i.e., the partial ordering is reverse to the refinement relation between partitions. We note two elementary facts about partitions: Firstly, if a is finer than P and b E P, then
Secondly if a , /3 are partitions in a,it is easy to see that 11 = { ab : a E a A b E /3 A ab # 0 } is the coarsest common refinement of a and /3. It follows that Pa is an upper semilattice with respect to this ordering, and is therefore an updirected set. We single out two subsemilattices of P9:
1. For a E Pa,let Pa(a)be the principal filter generated by a.
If K is an infinite cardinal, let
If 9 is K-complete, then for each a E P& we may define a complete Boolean algebra embedding (i.e., one that preserves arbitrary joins andmeets) of the powerset algebra B(a)into 9by:
It is easy to see that this map has the asserted properties. Moreover, if a is a refinement of /3, there is a map i, p : B ( a ) -+ B ( P ) given by
The following properties are easily verified: and complements defined in the obvious way. As in Remark 1.1, we shall consider the maps i,P, i, to be inclusion maps, so that B, is a complete subalgebra of Bp when a 5 /?, and all the 9,'s are subalgebras of B . In particular, every partition of a B, is also a partition of 9 . In general, the direct limit of complete Boolean algebras is not complete (for example: if Bn = B ( n ) for n < o ,then the direct limit is the finite-cofinite algebra). We shall now give a condition which will ensure the completeness of the direct limit and will also be useful when we consider direct limits of filtral powers in a later section. 2. I f 9 is an (u1tra)jilter on B then the family 9, = 9 n B, is an updirected family of (u1tra)jilters. For the remainder of this section we assume that B is a complete Boolean algebra.
Let 9 be a filter on 9 , and let a be a partition such that F n a = 0. For u E F let au = { a u : a E u a n d a u #Om) x~= { a € a : a u # 0 ) .
LEMMA 1.6. The set Fb = { C X," : u E 9 )forms ajlter on 9 ( a ) . Furthermore, if 9 is an ultrajilter on B , then Fo is an ultrajilter on 9 ( a ) .
PROOF. Recall that the embedding 9 ( a ) L, a is given by X H C X . Thus it suffices to show that the family { X," : u E 9 ) is an (u1tra)filter on the powerset algebra 9 ( a ) .Given u E 9 and X," C Y C a, we have u 5 C X," 5 C Y,and therefore u = C Y E 9.Clearly Y = X,", and so Y E 9.
Next assume that u, v E 9 and put w = uv. Then
Since w # 0 and for a , b E a , a # b implies ab = 0, we conclude that X," nX, " # 0.
Finally, if 9 is an ultrafilter, let S , T be disjoint subsets of a such that S U T = a.
Put u = C S so that -u = C T. Then either u E F or -u E F, so that either S or T belongs to { X," : u E F).
4
As an immediate consequence, we have the following: COROLLARY 1.7. Let F and a be as in Lemma 1.6. Then Note that the above corollary holds for any cofinal subset of P9. $2. K-Boolean powers. Let M be a first order structure, and let X be a set. As usual, we may define a structure on the direct power M X by putting
where R is a relation on M . Algebraic operations are dealt with in a similar fashion. We are going to define the (K-bounded) Booleanpower M " [ B ] of M as a direct limit of such powers. K-bounded Boolean powers were first introduced by Ash [I] .
Let B be a K-complete Boolean algebra, and let B+denote the set of all non-zero members of B . Let a E P& (i.e., a is a partition of B of cardinality < K ) and let f E M a . We may actually regard f to be defined not just on a , but on the set
Thus iff is defined on a, it is also defined on any refinement y of a, yielding maps with the usual commutativity properties i , , , = iAyo iaA whenever a 5 A 5 y . We now define M" [B] to be the direct limit of the models ( M a : a E P& ).
Concretely: Let S = UaEPsM a , and define an equivalence relation -on S as follows: Given f : a + M , g : A + M in S , put f -g if and only i f f , g agree on some common refinement of a, A. Such a common refinement will be termed a common domain o f f and g. Then
M K [ B ]
= $1- (4) We identify the structure M with the substructure of M " [9] consisting of all those functions having the partition (1) as their domain.
(5) The powerset Boolean algebra 9 ( I ) has a unique finest partition (consisting of all singletons). Thus
(6) If 9 is complete, then it follows from Lemma 1.2 that for any a E P a , M [9] =~i r n ( M P : / 3 E P a ( a ) ) .
(7) Clearly, by the nature of a direct limit, if 9 is 6-complete, and 2 is cofinal in P ' & , t h e n M K [ 9 ] = L i m ( M a : a € 2').
-
The following result is well-known. THEOREM
is embeddable into an ultvapvoduct nFMa. $3. Some first order aspects. Let 9 be a &-complete Boolean algebra, and let M be a first order structure. In this section we deal with the structure M " [a] as a Boolean-valued model, and we define the notion of a filtral power. If R is a relation, and f l , . . . , f , E M~ [9] ,wemaydefinetheBooleanvalue IIR(f1 ,...,f,)/I by llR(f1 , . . . ,f,)
where a is a common domain o f f l , . . . , f,. The following result is well-known (Refer to Mansfield [12] ).
Clearly then p ( i , f 1,. . . , fn)1Ig which exists by hypothesis
Hence equality holds throughout. The result now follows. For each u E U ,let a , E P ' & be a domain off,, which we may suppose to be finer than U . Then for each u E U , there is S , E a , such that C S , = u. Now define
One easily sees that 11 f = f , 11 2 u , as required.
4
An analysis of the Feferman-Vaught Theorem, as presented in Hodges [lo] , leads to the following result: THEOREM 3.5 (Feferman-Vaught Theorem). For every L-formula cp ( 2 ) 1. Let 9 be a K-complete Boolean algebra, and let B be a z-complete Boolean algebra. I f M = N and 9 = B , then M K [9] = N T[B] .
2.
Moreover, if M 3 N , and 9 5 B then M" [9] 
4
At this stage one may suspect that all Boolean powers of a model (via infinite Boolean algebras) are elementarily equivalent, since they are all direct limits of elementarily equivalent models, namely the infinite direct powers. We shall briefly present a counterexample to this proposition: Let 9 = q ( X )be apowerset algebra, and let B be a complete atomless Boolean algebra. We consider the Boolean powers 9 [9] and 9 [ B ] .Clearly 9 [9] E g Xis an atomic Boolean algebra. However, 9 [B] is atomless: Let f E 9 [B]be a map with domain a partition a of B. We may find apartition y o f B asfollows: For anya E a ,findao, a1 < a such that ao.al = 0, a0 + a1 = a . This is possible precisely because B is atomless. Now let y be the set of all ao, a1 for a E a. Define g on y such that g(ao) = f (a), g(al) = 0.Then g is strictly smaller that f in 9 [B] , so 9 [B] is atomless. Hence 9 [9] $ 9 [B] .
We may now define the concept of a (6-bounded) filtral power, which is akin to the notion of a reduced power in the same way that a Boolean power is akin to a direct power. Let 9 be a K-complete Boolean algebra, and let 9 be a filter on 9 . We may define a relation NY on M K [9] as follows: Put where a is a common domain o f f , g. We will denote the ~9-equivalence class of a function f by f 1 9 , and we denote the entire quotient structure by M K [ 9 ] / 9 .
We may define relations on this quotient structure as follows: Put
This makes M K [ 9 ] / 9
into a model of the same type as M . In the case that 9 is an ultrafilter, we shall refer to the structure M" [9] /9 as a (K-bounded) Boolean ultrapower. Note that M" [9] /9 is a 919-valued model. We shall now put the above lemmas to use, by showing that every (bounded) Boolean ultrapower is a direct limit of ordinary ultrapowers. [Recall that in Section 2, a Boolean power M K [9] was defined to be a direct limit of direct powers ( M a : a E IP$ ), where we regard P ( a ) as a complete subalgebra of 9.1 PROPOSITION 3.10. 1. Let 9 be a 6-complete Boolean algebra, and let 9 be ajilter on 9. Suppose that 9 = Lim( : a E L ) has the 6-partition cojinalityproperty with respect i to the sa. Let Fa = F n aa. Then
M K [ 9 ] / F = L i m ( M K [ 9 a ] / 9 a : a E L ) .
--*
Every (6-bounded)jiltralpower M K [9]/9 is a direct limit of the reducedpowers ( M a / F a : a EP'&).
PROOF.
( 1 ) follows almost directly from the definition of "K-partition cofinality property".
In order to prove ( 2 ) ,we need only show that any 6-complete Boolean algebra 9 has the 6-cofinality property with respect to ( Y ( a ): a E P ' & ). Let y be a partition of 9 of cardinality < K. Then y E IPS, and so y is a partition of P ( y ) . It follows
by (1) that M K[9]/9 is the direct limit of the models M" [ Y ( a ) ] / F u .
However, since each la 1 < 6, the latter models are equal to M [ Y ( a ) ] / S " , r M U / F u .
The next result is another generalization of a theorem found in BanaschewskiNelson [3] . We require the following results from Burris [7] concerning reduced powers:
1. If B is a filter on a Boolean algebra 9 and M is a structure, then M" [9] /8 % M" [ 9 / F ] (Burris [7] , Proposition 2.5). PROOF.
For any set I , if 9 is a filter on P ( I ) ,then M " [ P ( I ) / 9 ]is
(1) *(2): Since 3 is closed under finite direct powers, it is closed under arbitrary direct powers (see Chang and Keisler [9] , Chapter 6). Since 3 is closed under direct limits, it follows from Remark 2.1 ( 5 ) , (6) that 3 is also closed under (K-bounded) Boolean powers.
(2) +(3): By Theorem 4.3 (vi) in Burris [7] , every w-bounded Boolean power of a structure M is elementarily equivalent to a reducedpower of 4, and vice versa.
(3) (4) because every filtral power is a direct limit of reduced powers, and 3 is closed under direct limits, and conversely, every reduced power is an example of a filtral power.
(3) (5) is well-known (refer to Chang and Keisler [9] , Chapter 6).
(3) +(1)holds trivially. To prove that (6) ( 7 ) ,we note that a sentence is preserved under reduced products if and only if it is preserved under finite direct products and reduced powers if and only if it is Horn (refer to Chang and Keisler [9] , Theorem 6.3.9). If 3 is closed under finite direct products, it is closed under finite direct powers, and thus under reduced powers (by (1) ++ (3)). The result follows. [4] and [6] . Assume next that 8 is a residually small variety of algebras. Then absolute retracts in 8 form a proper class (see [14] ). Suppose further that each A E 8 is congruence distributive and has a one-element subalgebra (e.g., if 8is a variety of lattices); it is shown in [I 11 that the class of absolute retracts of 8 is closed under arbitrary direct products. Since every absolute retract belongs to the amalgamation class (see [4] ), it follows by Remark 2.1 that every wbounded Boolean power of an absolute retract belongs to Amal(8). Finally,if Amal(8) is elementary, then every filtral power of an absolute retract belongs to Amal(8). This can be seen as follows: Let A be an absolute retract. By a result of Ershov (refer to Burris [7] , Theorem 4.3) every w-bounded Boolean is elementarily equivalent to a reduced power of A , and vice versa. Hence every reduced power of A belongs to Amal(8). Since every filtral power is a direct limit of reduced powers and Amal(8) is closed under direct limits, every filtral power of A belongs to Amal(8) as well.
Iterated Boolean ultrapowers.
It is well-known that a finitely iterated ordinary ultrapower is isomorphic to a single ultrapower. More precisely, if M is a structure, and I, J are sets with ultrafilters 9 , g over I, J respectively, then there is an ultrafilter 9 8 .F over I x J such that where (See Chang and Keisler [9] for this result.)
We will now extend this theorem to finite iterations of K-bounded Boolean ultrapowers. This has been done under somewhat different conditions in Mansfield [12] , but the method presented here is quite different. The notion of direct limit once again plays an important r6le in the proof, so we will begin with a general discussion.
Suppose that 9 is the direct limit of complete subalgebras 910,a E L, with complete embeddings iap :
Suppose further that we are given an updirected family of ultrafilters Fa on Be, i.e., 9 , C B p when a 5 j? in L. Clearly if we define B = U , , , Fa, then 9 is a ultrafilter on B (see Lemma 1.5).
Let d , B be K-complete Boolean algebras, and let 9, g be ultrafilters on d , 9 respectively. Assume that 9 is, moreover, (6, m)-distributive (equivalently, that any collection of fewer than 6 partitions of B have a common refinement). We aim to find a 6-complete Boolean algebra B and an ultrafilter %' on B such that
Recall that d is the direct limit of powerset algebras B(y). y E IPS,and that the sets 6= B n B ( y ) is an ultrafilter over y. Similar statements hold for 9 and g . 
This shows that i, p is well-defined and one-to-one. We use the Tarski-Vaught criterion to show that iapis also elementary:
since the Fa are updirected and hence
We define a model K to be the direct limit of the models ( M" We therefore obtain a commutative diagram in which the solid arrows clearly commute. By the property of a direct limit, therefore, the map m : K + M K [ 9 ] 
PROOF. Since 9 has the K-cofinality property, 9 is K-complete, so that M K[a] is defined. We already know that m : K -+M K [9] /9 is an elementary embedding, so it suffices to show that it is surjective. Given
Clearly m ((f /Fa)/=) = f 1 9 . 
But a i = C { a € y : a < a i ) and a j = C { a E y : a < a j ) .
It follows that since y is a partition of d , and no a E y is simultaneously < ai and < aj. and this partition is clearly finer than { UiI-: i E I ). This shows that E: has the 6-partition cofinality property.
Hence we have proved:
